Abstract. Let p be a prime integer and n, i be positive integers such that
Introduction
Let ZG be the integral group ring of the group G and let U(ZG) be its group of units. Many results on the units group of a group rings have been published since it started with Higman in 1940. Due to him, it is well-known that if G is finite abelian group, then U(ZG) = ±G × F where F is a free abelian group of finite rank. Moreover, the rank is
, where G 0 is the torsion subgroup of G, m is the number of cyclic subgrupos of G 0 of order 2 and l is the number of cyclic subgroups of G 0 . (see [2] , [4] or [5] ,). For a nonabelian finite group it follows from a general result of Borel and Harish-Chandra that the unit group U(ZG) is finitely generated. The study concerning the group of units of group rings over the integers ZG is a classic and a difficult problem. Most of the description about U(ZG) are given explicitly, or a subgroup of finite index of U(ZG) is given or a general structure is studied.
We have provided a subset of U(ZC p n ), which is multiplicatively independent and which generates a complement to ±C p n in U(ZC p n ). When m is a general natural number, few are known about the set of units that form a basis of U(ZC m ). For m = 2, 3, 4 and 6 we know that U(ZC m ) is trivial. For m = 5 and m = 8, it can be found in [5] or [9] . A different description for m = 8 was given by Sehgal [11] using fiber product diagram. Aleev and Panina [1] described for m = 7 and m = 9. Ferraz [3] represented for prime numbers m between 5 and 67. This last result is very considered in our work.
Let ǫ : ZG → Z be the augmentation homomorphism defined by
g∈G a g and denote the subgroup of units with augmentation 1 by U 1 (ZG). This subgroup of augmentation 1 is called normalized units of ZG. Ferraz [3] gave explicitly a multiplicative independent subset of U(ZC p ) with generates U 1 (ZC p ), regarded that p is a prime number such that generates U(Z[θ]). Here, θ is the primitive p-th root of unity. Let us recall an important unit in [3] . Let C p = g , t a primitive root modulo p and for each i,
, then a particular case of the Hoechsmann unit (see [11] ) of ZC p is
where r is the least positive integer such that tr is congruent to 1 modulo p, k is the integer (rt − 1)/p and g = 1 + g + g 2 + · · · + g p−1 . The main result of this paper is the following:
We take the principal idea in the paper of Ferraz and extend to the group ring ZC p n . In what follows, we extend the results of section 2 of [3] for powers of odd prime and after that, in the section 3 to powers of 2. In the section 4 we give a set of multiplicatively independent generators of U 1 (ZC p n ). The last section is to prove the validity of an hypothesis used in the previous section. In this paper we give an explicitly set of independent generators of U (ZC p n ) and the fundamental units of our description is the Hoechsmann units.
Odd primes
In this section we deal with powers of an odd prime, which we will denote by p n . It is known that there exists an integer t which generates the units of Z p n . We define µ i = 1 + θ + θ 2 + · · · + θ i−1 and recall the following proposition on Ferraz paper:
Then the groups S 1 and S 2 are equal.
We can extend this result to p n .
Proposition 2. Let p be an odd prime,
− 1 and φ is the Euler totient.
Proof:
It is easy to see that
)∩ S 1 so we have to prove µ i ∈ S 1 where i ∈ I p n . If i ∈ I p n then i ∈ U(Z p n ) = t and we have i ≡ t j (mod p n ), for some integer j such that 1
, where i ∈ I p n . We will prove that µ i = µ t j ∈ S 1 in the following cases:
The first case is immediate by definition of S 1 . If
(mod p n ) and
− 1 and then
From now on κ will denote the number
As on the paper [3] we change suitably the set of generators. The following proposition plays the same role that Proposition 2.2 plays in [3] . Proposition 3. Let t be an integer such that t = U(Z p n ) and
Proof:
Observe that ψ(µ i ) = i and if t ∈ Z such that t generates U(Z p n ) than t generates U(Z p ). Applying ψ for elements of U, we have ψ(θ) = 1, ψ(µ
In the first case, since we have t
= (p − 1)q, for some q ∈ Z, and
In the other case, we can consider
2 2q, for some q ∈ Z and then µ
The next definition is similar to the definition on [3] .
Definition 2. Given a positive integer q and an integer s relatively prime with p n , we introduce an unit of Z[θ]
:
If q is positive, then the unit µ q is exactly the unit ω q,1 . This definition is valid for p = 2.
The following proposition is similar to the Proposition 2.4 on [3] and the proofs are quite similar. For this reason it will be omitted. Proposition 4. Let q and s positive integers with q relatively prime with p n . According to the notation above, the following equality holds
Definition 3. Let t be an integer such thatt generates U(Z p n ). Define h i as the following unit of U(Z[θ])
Proof:
By the Proposition 4, we have
Since ω t,1 = µ t , it follow that
and multiplying the both sides of this equality by µ
On the other hand, by the Proposition above, we have
From this equality we obtain ω t,
When n ≥ 3 it is known that U(Z 2 n ) is not cyclic, U(Z 2 n ) = 3 × −1 and the order of3 is 2 n−2 . These facts suggest change t in the previous section by 3 and it can be proved easily in the next proposition. 
The proof of (i) is trivial. If s = 1 and q = 0, we have 1
The next two propositions are the same as in the previous section with a slight change in the proof.
In the other case, since U(Z[θ]) = {−1, θ, µ i | i ∈ I 2 n } we have to verify µ i ∈ S 1 for i ∈ I 2 n . If i ∈ I 2 n , it follows that i ∈ U(Z 2 n ) = 2 n − 1 × 3 . So we obtain i = (2 n − 1) s 3 q , where 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ q ≤ 2 n−2 − 1. By the Proposition 5 we get µ i = µ 3 q ∈ S 1 or µ i = −θ i µ 3 q ∈ S 1 . Hence µ i ∈ S 1 , for all i ∈ I 2 n .
Theorem 5. In the same hypothesis as the previous theorem, let
When p = 2, the homomorphism ψ defined in the preceding section is not necessary and we continue with the following.
= κ+ 1 and 3 κ+1 ≡ 1 (mod 2 n ). Thus µ 3 κ+1 = µ 1 = 1 and then µ −(κ+1) 3
and let us define the following unit of U(Z[θ]) :
Similarly to the Proposition 3, we prove the proposition below.
Theorem 6. With the notation above, the set
U 0 = {θ, h 1 , h 2 , · · · , h κ } generates U ′ .
Units of ZC p n
Let C p n = g be the cyclic group of order p n and π 1 : ZC p n → Z[θ] be the homomorphism defined by π 1 ( a g g) = a g θ. Denote by π 1 the restriction of π 1 to U 1 (ZC p n ) and clearly the image of π 1 is contained in U 1 (Z[θ]), where U 1 (Z[θ]) is ker(ψ) when p is an odd prime and U(Z[θ]) when p = 2. The following result give a general description to U 1 (ZC p n ).
Proof:
Let ι : ker(π 1 ) → U 1 (ZC p n ) be the inclusion and consider the following short exact sequence
If this sequence splits, then U 1 (ZC p n ) ≃ ker(π 1 ) × Im(π 1 ), proving the result.
By the Dirichlet unit theorem we have
where L is a free abelian group of finite rank. Then Im(π 1 ) = T × L 1 , where T is a torsion group and L 1 is a free abelian group. Since θ = π 1 ( g ), we have T = θ and then
The set L 1 is free, so it is projective. Then there exists a homomorphism
Thus τ is well defined and π 1 • τ is the identity of Im(π 1 ). Then the sequence splits. Now we shall describe a set of independent generators to ker(π 1 ) and to an isomorphic subgroup of Im(π 1 ) in U 1 (ZC p n ).
defined by
(1) If p is an odd prime and t is an integer such thatt generates U(Z p ), or (2) if p = 2 and t = 3,
Clearly θ ∈ Im(π 1 ), so we shall prove that h i ∈ Im(π 1 ), 1 ≤ i ≤ κ.
where r is the least integer such that tr ≡ 1 (mod p n ). Observe that
is the Hoechsmann unit in ZC p n , where g = 1+g+g 2 +· · ·+g
With a suitable hypothesis the equality holds.
Moreover, Im(π 1 ) = U 0 .
We have the following chain
If p is odd prime, we have
Observe that µ
When p = 2, we have already proved that
As µ
and, by the hypothesis, µ
where
The homomorphism π 1 :
∈ Im(π 1 ) is valid in each of the cases when φ(p n ) ≤ 66. We restricted for these powers of primes because we could not find a general way to prove it and in these cases it is known that the set S generates U (Z[θ] ). The proof of this hypothesis requires lots of calculations as well as the way we characterized ker(π 1 ). We will comment more about this hypothesis later. Now we will analyse the other component of U 1 (ZC p n ) we are looking for.
Proposition 9. The elements in ker(π 1 ) are normalized symmetric units.
Let w ∈ ker(π 1 ) and w = g i · w ′ , for some integer i, 0 ≤ i ≤ p n − 1 and
The homomorphism preserves symmetry, so π 1 (w ′ ) = θ −i is symmetric because w ′ is. When p is odd prime, the unique integer i such that θ −i is symmetric is i = 0. Then w = g 0 · w ′ = w ′ is symmetric unit. In the case p = 2, the element θ −i is symmetric when i = 0 or i = 2 n−1 . In these cases we have Before explain the method we used to find the generator of ker(π 1 ), let us see a result in modular group rings and recall a general structure about units of integral group rings.
Definition 4. Let FG denote the group ring of a finite p-group G over the prime field F. We define the group of normalized units in FG by
It is known that |U 1 (FG)| = p |G|−1 and that U 1 (FG) is a normal Sylow p-subgroup of the full group of units in FG.
As q = r, p ∤ q and p ∤ r thus qp i+k = rp j+l . Let us suppose by contradiction that qp i+k < p n and rp j+l < p n . In this case, we have x Consider C p n = g and
We will restrict each of the homomorphism above to subgroups in the following way:
Therefore we have the commutative diagram:
It is known that ker(π 1 ) is an ideal of ZC p n generated by p−1 i=0 g ip n−1 (see [7] ). We will denote this sum by ( g p n−1 ). We have
It is easy to prove that the rank of ker(π 1 ) and ker(f 1 ) are equal, and that π 2 | ker(π1) is injective. If we find the set of independent generator of ker(f 1 ) then we can find to ker(π 1 ), once we know that an element of ker(π 1 ) is of the form
Let us recall a general structure about U(ZG). It is known that U(ZG) = ±U 1 (ZG). When G is a finite abelian group, then
2 } and ∆G is the augmentation ideal of ZG.
Let * be the standard involution in ZG given by u =
If u * = u, we will say that u is * −symmetric and U * (ZG) = {u ∈ U(ZG) : u * = u} will denote the set of symmetric units. It is known that U 2 (ZG) ⊆ U * (ZG), and when |G| is odd U 1 (ZG) = G × U * (ZG).
We will use symmetric units and we will explain the method used in each of the cases when φ(p n ) ≤ 66 in the following example. All the other cases can be found in:
http://paginapessoal.utfpr.edu.br/kitani/units/UnitsZCpn.pdf/view Example 1. The rank of Im(π 1 ) is 2 as well as the rank of U * (ZC 3 2 ), so U * (ZC 3 2 ) = Im(π 1 ) and ker(π 1 ) = {1}. Let C 3 3 = g , C 9 = h and x = h − 1. Analysing the following diagram, we will find a subgroup N of ker(f 1 ) such that |U * (ZC 9 ) : N | = |Im(f 1 )|. Then a 0 = 6, a 1 = a 8 = −6, a 2 = a 7 = 5, a 3 = a 6 = −3 and a 4 = a 5 = 1, and w2 = 1+6 (g 9 )−6g (g 9 )+5g 2 (g 9 )−3g 3 (g 9 )+1g 4 (g 9 )+1g 5 (g 9 )−3g 6 (g 9 )+5g 7 (g 9 )−6g 8 (g 9 ).
Then ker(π 1 ) = {w 1 , w 2 }
We used symmetric units because it is convenient. When p = 2, instead of U * (ZG) we prefer make use of U 2 (ZG).
Validity of Hypothesis of Theorem 8
The hypothesis (−1)
∈ Im(π 1 ) is valid when φ(p n ) ≤ 66. We could not prove it in a general way. We have proved using the calculations used to find the set of independents generators of ker(π 1 ). The following proposition give us a normalized unit of ZC p r .
